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Member info 07/2022  
Minutes Member’s Meeting - Information to Annual Congress 
 
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

please find enclosed the minutes of the DCA Member’s Meeting of 26.01.2022 in Oldenburg with 
the request to take note of them.  
 
Information about the annual congress - "Call for Papers and Sponsors" 
 
The 26th annual congress of the DCA will take place as announced from 05. to 07.10.2022 in 
Stratford-upon-Avon, UK. It will be held under the motto  
 

"To drill or not to drill - that's the question!", 
 

in reference to the great English playwright, lyricist and actor William Shakespeare, at the Crowne 
Plaza Hotel there. The program will again include two workshops on Thursday afternoon in 
language-separated groups on the following topics: 
 
Workshop 1: "The Role of Downhole Drilling Fluid" 
Workshop 2: "Accuracy in HDD drilling" 
 
In addition to an interesting introductory lecture, the main focus will be on presentations from HDD 
companies in the UK. Furthermore, presentations on other HDD topics shall round off the event. 
All members are called upon in this course to announce themselves with interesting lectures in 
our office.   
 
Furthermore, the new sponsoring program for annual congresses will be introduced this year (see 
attached flyer). The goal is to keep the contributions to the annual congresses stable in the future 
and to give as many members as possible the opportunity to participate.  
 
The sponsorship program is divided into the three categories  
 

"Communication - Networking - Social Program” 
 
 

Board: 
President:   
Jorn Stoelinga, B.Sc. 
Vice-President: 
Dipl.-Ing. Marco Reinhard 
Treasure:  
Jürgen Muhl  
 
Executive Secretary: 
Dipl.-Geol. Dietmar Quante  
 
Office: 
Charlottenburger Allee 39 
52068 Aachen, Germany   
Phone   +49(0) 241-90 19 290 
Fax        +49(0) 241-90 19 290 
Mobil     +49(0) 175-52 67 801 
E-Mail:    dca@dca-europe.org 

Internet:  www.dca-europe.org 

 
 
 
To all DCA Members  
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Here you have the possibility to support the DCA as a gold (exclusive), silver or bronze sponsor 
in the individual categories. During the member’s meeting, two commitments for a "Gold 
Sponsorship" have already been made.  
 
Enclosed you will find a flyer with further information about the sponsoring program 2022. We 
would be pleased if this has aroused your interest. For further information, please contact our 
office.  
 
Contact: Dipl.-Geol. Antje Quante (a.quante@dca-europe.org) 
 
Last but not least, we would like to point out that the DCA member certificates will no longer be 
sent by mail to the representatives of the member companies as of 2021, but can be downloaded 
from the member area of the DCA homepage at the beginning of the fiscal year. We ask that this 
be taken into account. 
 
Finally, we would be pleased if you would support the association with an interesting presentation 
at the annual congress or as a gold, silver or bronze sponsor.  
 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance. 
 
With kind regards 

   

 
    

Jorn Stoelinga     Dietmar Quante 
        President      Executive secretary 

 


